Sangoma Technologies supports the objectives of Section 1502 of the Dodd–Frank Act related to the Conflict Minerals and requires all of our suppliers to comply. Sangoma does not actually manufacture Integrated Circuits, Passive Electronic Components or Connectors but we do either sell already populated Printed Circuit Boards or incorporate them into products that we sell. Sangoma Technologies carefully monitors all components that are purchased for our needs. We only work with widely known electronic components distributors like Avnet, TTI, Arrow and others purchasing components manufactured by Xilinx, IDT, Dallas, Cal–Chip and many more.

Most of the above mentioned manufacturers have issued online statements regarding Conflict Minerals Policy that comply with Section 1502 of the Dodd–Frank Act. Where this is not the case we have requested and received specific statements and/or reports and this includes our PCB manufacturer and any assembly companies.

Hence Sangoma Technologies can state that it does not knowingly use, nor do any of our products contain, any electronic or mechanical components that contain Conflict Minerals. We will continue to keep tracking our supplier’s Conflict Mineral Policies and work only with well–known distributors.